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Wine-tasting with local delicacies at Cantina Pisoni

Beer with taste at Birrificio Rethia

Red and white, passion and purity. This is what you will find at Pisoni’s: the passion
for their craft with the awareness of preserving a territory in purity by favoring
traditional and organic farming techniques. In this wine-tasting tour you will discover
four different wines, white and red, and the precious Vin Santo, all combined with
the extra virgin olive oil of their own making, rustic bread, local cheese, typical cold
cuts and a traditional sweet from Trentino.  Taking your time, you can bike from the
campsite to the winery, which is located in Pergolese. You are guaranteed to come
back from the tasting with a pleasant memory: whether it is the local white Nosiola
or its noblest son, Vin Santo, or Reboro, a very structured and fragrantly intense
sweet red wine. And for the transport? Don’t worry: the delivery will be made directly
at the campsite. Don’t you want to take a nice ride on the cycle path and visit the
winery? 

www.pisonivini.it

Conditions: 20 euro per person, minimum two people
Discount: 10% on wine purchase in the winery + free delivery at the campsite. Go to
reception and ask for the discount coupon!
How to book: at the reception of Camping Daino or by calling Cantina Pisoni at
0461/563216
Frequency and opening hours: all year round 8.00-12.00 and 13.00-18.00 (except
Sundays and holidays)

FOOD

LThe history of Birrificio Rethia cannot be reduced to the label of "quality beers”
which can be found on the website of the brewery. It is a history that has its roots in
the youthful enthusiasm of three friends who started brewing beer in their cellar, as
in most mythical entrepreneurial traditions. On top of passion, two more ingredients
essential for success were added: study and research. Today Birrificio Rethia is a
company that produces craft beer in Vezzano, ten minutes from Camping Daino,
and offers its customers a taproom, where you can often sip music as well as beer.
What better pairing for a moment in the company of your friends or relatives? The
beers really do suit all tastes, but don’t forget to try the Mariamata: the story of its
name and the mocking surprise of this fruity Pale Ale will tackle your taste buds and
light up the concept of “experimenting with taste”. Bringing a sip of Rethia home is
the natural consequence!

www.birrificio-rethia.it

Discount: Go to reception and ask for the coupon for two free beers or drinks! 
Opening hours: Tue-Thu 17.00-22.30 | Fri-Sat 17.00 -00.00 | Sun 17.00-20.30 |
Closed on Mondays

https://www.pisonivini.it/
http://www.birrificio-rethia.it/
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Choose your spirit at Cantina Pravis
Arriving by car in Lasino, just a ten-minute drive from the campsite, you will be
fascinated by the modern structure covered with stones of Cantina Pravis that
allows a circular and bright view of the valley below, almost in competition with the
nearby Castel Madruzzo. The stones are covered in an ivy that changes with the
passing of the seasons, reminding the visitor that vine is life, rooting and change. It
is with this conviction that Pravis has been carrying on for two generations a wine
tradition aimed at the recovery of endangered species with a vocation for the
testing of new varieties, including the ones with zero environmental impact. On their
website you can choose different taste experiences, many of them accompanied by
a walk in the vineyard and a visit to the winery. Sapori in Cantina is certainly a
complete experience that will immerse you in the wine and food spirit of the Valle
dei Laghi. In any case, you can choose the tasting that best suits you depending on
the time available and on your budget.
You will be impressed by the wide range of wines ranging from the typical Nosiola,
Vin Santo and Trento Doc to the grappe and by the history of some wines such as
the red Rebo, with a mineral and berry scent, born from an experimental crossing of
Merlot and Teroldego, or like the "extreme" Kerner, a floral, fresh and aromatic
white, which is cultivated at high altitudes with a strong thermal change. You just
have to set off, taste and bring home the wine that is closest to your spirit!

www.pravis.it

Conditions: minimum two persons, for proposals see 
 https://www.pravis.it/en/tours
Discount: 10% on wine purchase in the winery. Go to the reception and ask for the
discount coupon!
How to book: at the reception of Camping Daino or by calling Cantina Pravis at
0461/564305
Frequency and opening hours: all year round (except 01/09 - 20/10), from
Monday to Saturday morning

FOOD

https://www.pravis.it/
https://www.pravis.it/en/tours

